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TPP Update Schedule and Process

• Schedule for review and adoption of the 2040 Transportation Policy Plan Update will remain unchanged
  – June 10 Council recommendation to release for public comment
  – Mid-June through July public review and comment period
  – Aug-Sept revise and review in response to public comment
  – Oct 21 TAB recommendation
  – Nov 25 Council adoption

• TAB and its committees continue meeting on-line, providing written comments

• Comments are tracked and responses and edits incorporated as appropriate
Recognizing COVID-19 Outbreak

• Language recognizing the COVID-19 Outbreak incorporated into Overview, Highways, Transit, Bicycle and Pedestrian, Aviation and Work Program chapters
• Acknowledge the short and potential long term impacts the outbreak will have on travel behavior, transportation revenues and spending priorities for the transportation system
• Acknowledge that understanding the impacts will take time and significant analysis
• This Update does not seek to incorporate changes due to the COVID event; commits to three major Work Program items related to analyzing impacts on:
  1. Travel behavior
  2. Transportation revenues and spending
  3. Aviation system
COVID-19 Outbreak – Work Program Items

• Travel Behavior short- and long-term changes
  – Conduct special household survey during COVID Stay at Home order and social distancing
  – Use and analyze available data sources (household survey data, roadway traffic counts, and passive origin-destination travel data)
  – Trip purposes, non-essential versus essential trips
  – Telecommuting and on-line commerce

• Transportation System Financial Impacts
  – Highway and Transit financial analyses
  – Revenue sources growth assumptions
  – Spending adjustments

• Aviation System
  – Airline passenger demand and capacity
  – Business and personal travel
  – Revenue impacts
Questions?
Email: amy.vennewitz@metc.state.mn.us